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Introduction 
The Tokyo 2020 Olympics wil be similar to the London 2012 Olympics， in
that both hosting cities are large and fully-developed. Holding the London 
Olympics in East London ultimately increased the city's value in that area 
Holding the Olympics in Tokyo's city center and coastal area is expected to 
increase the city's value as wel1， particularly in Tokyo's coastal area. 
The urban structure of Tokyo's city center has changed significantly in 
recent years. Areas of development that stand out since moving into the 21st 
century make up a central axis of Akasaka-Roppongi， moving into Toranomon， 
Shinbashi， and exis也19Shiodome， and extending to Hamamatsucho-Takeshiba. 
The original axis at the heart of Tokyo's city center stretches from Otemachi-
Marunouchi-Yurakucho into Yaesu and al of Nihonbashi， which is also steadily 
developing. A third axis， which has spatially increased a great deal in recent 
years， stretches from Tokyo's Tsukiji District to its coast討町ea.To 
accommodate the 2020 Olympics，仕出 Tsukiji-Coastalaxis is to be further 
developed， including improvements to its transportation system， which has 
become a new issue. 
The Greater Tokyo Area's structure is to be developed in line with the 
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Metropolitan Inter-City Expressway. which is about 100 kilometers in diameter. 
Originally. the plan was to hold the Tokyo 2020 Olympics exclusively at facilities 
within Tokyo's city center and coastal area. but this was expanded to include 
numerous sports facilities throughout the Greater Tokyo Area and beyond. 
This change in plans wil likely contribute to the development of the Greater 
Tokyo Area's Circular Megalopolis Structure. 
Various changes wil be made to the city for the Olympic Games. In this 
report. 1 wil provide an overhead view of the hosting plans in their current 
state with the Tokyo 2020 Olympics four years away. 1 wil also provide analysis 
of the Tokyo city center's structural aspects in recent years. and how Tokyo's 
urban structure is projected to change after the 2020 Olympics have ended 
1. The Current State of Plans for Hosting the Tokyo 2020 Olympics 
(1) Overall plan 
At first. plans for hosting the Tokyo 2020 Olympics called for the main 
sports facilities to be limited to an area within eight kilometers in diameter from 
Figure 1: Venue Positioning Concept for the Tokyo 2020 Olympics 
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Harumi in Tokyo's Chuo Ward. These sports facilities are located in two basic 
sectors: the Heritage Zone， which includes the National Stadium as the main 
Olympic facility， and the Tokyo Bay Zone for swimming events， etc. 
Di旺eringfrom initial plans， venues have been separated into various 
locations outside of Tokyo for a number of sports， with wrestling， fencing， and 
taekwondo to be held at the Makuhari Messe in Chiba. basketball to be held at 
the Saitama Super Arena in Saitama City， sailing to be held at Enoshima Yacht 
Harbor in Fujisawa， Kanagawa， cycling (仕ack)to be held at the Izu Velodrome 
in Izu， Shizuoka， cycling (mountain bike) to be held at the Izu Mountain Bike 
Course in Izu， Shizuoka， etc. 
As a result. this plan somewhat diverges from the initial concept of a 
Compact Venue Plan， but separating the venues in this manner allows for the 
utilization of existing facilities， which will significantly reduce financial costs， 
avoid the il effects of concentrating numerous sports facilities in a single area， 
叩 dcreate an “Olympic legacy" to last long after the Games have ended， 
making the facilities popular among local citizens. 
As of August 2016， plans for facility positioning are as follows : 
• Heritage Zone 
N ational Stadium (opening/ closing ceremonies， track & field， footbalI) ， Tokyo 
Metropolitan Gymnasium (table tennis)， YoyogI National Stadium (hand-
balI)， Nippon Budokan (judo)， Imperial Palace Garden (cycling， road racing)， 
Tokyo International Forum Cweightlifting)， Ryogoku Kokugikan (or 
Ryogoku Sumo Hal!) (Boxing) 
阻TokyoBay Zone 
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Newly-established Ariake Arena (volleybal)， provisional Olympic BMX 
Course (cycling， BMX)， provisional Olympic Gymnastic Centre (gymnastics 
artistic， gymnastics rhythmic， trampoline)， Ariake Tennis Park (tennis)， 
Odaiba Marine Park (triathlon， aquatics)， Shiokaze Park (beach volleyball)， 
Tokyo Big Sight Hall A (wrestling， venue for MPC， IBC)， Tokyo Big Sight 
Hall B (fencing， taekwondo， venue for MPC， IBC) ， Seaside Park Hockey 
Stadium (hockey)， Sea Forest Cross-Country Course (equestrian)， Sea 
Forest Waterway (rowing， canoe， sprint)， Kasai Slalom Course (canoe， 
slalom)， Dream Island Archery Field (archery)， newly-established Olympic 
Aquatics Centre (aquatics， diving， synchronized swimming)， Tatsumi 
Intemational Swimming Centre (waterpolo) 
圃MusashinoArea 
Newly-established Musashino Forest Sport Centre (football， modem 
pentathlon， badminton)， Tokyo Stadium (modem pentathlon， football， rugby 
sevens)， Musashino Forest Park (cycling， road racing) 
圃OtherAreas in Tokyo 
Baji Koen (equestrian) 
園Outsideof Tokyo 
Asaka Shooting Range (shooting)， Kasumigaseki Country Club (golf)， 
Sapporo Dome (football)， Miyagi Stadium (football)， Saitama Stadium 
(football)， Intemational Stadium Y okohama (football)， Makuhari Messe 
(wrestling， fencing， taekwondo)， Saitama Super Arena (basketball)， Enoshi-
ma Yacht Harbor (sailing)， Izu Velodrome (cycling， track)， Izu Mountain 
Bike Course (cycling events， mountain bike) 
国RelatedFacilities 
Harumi Wharf (Olympic and Paralympic Village)， Tokyo Big Sight 
CIntemational Broadcast Centre， Main Press Centre) 
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• Additional Events 
In August 2016， the IOC decided to add 18 events in five sports， including 
baseball!softball (with Yokohama Stadiurn as the rnain venue)， karate (Nippon 
Budokan)， skateboarding (Odaiba)， sport clirnbing (Odaiba)， surfing (Ichino-
rniya， Chiba) ， etc. These events will surely add a new level of excitement to the 
Games， but wil also dernand higher financial costs. 
As seen above in the Tokyo Bay Zone description， rnany facilities in也at
訂 eafor Olyrnpic events are newly established， and this wil rnost likely spur on 
new developrnent of Tokyo's public transportation systern throughout the 
coastal area， such as the subway systern， which 1 wil cover later in detail. In 
加rn，Tokyo's urban structure rnay change significantly because of this. 
The following paragraphs provide a detailed look at construction plans for 
the rnain facilities among thern， along with a look at the current situation. 
(2) National Stadium 
In July 2012， the Japanese Olyrnpic Cornrnittee (headed by Japanese 
architect Tadao Ando) awarded Zaha Hadid first prize for her National 
Stadiurn design proposal. Since then， there has been a great deal of controversy 
regarding the decision. 
As seen in the photo， the streamlined structure Zaha Hadid is known for 
gives出isdesign a neo-futuristic appeal， and resernbles an alien spacecraft 
hovering above the outer gardens of Meiji Shrine， with the skyscrapers of 
Shinjuku's sub-center of in the distance. When the selection was rnade， Tokyo 
was stil competing with other candidate cities for the 2020 Surnmer Olympic 
Games， and由isparticul紅白signwas seen as a powerful statement of Tokyo's 
enthusiasm for the Olympics. 
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Figure 2: Zaha Hadid' s design proposal for Japan' s National Olympic 
Stadium (provided by the Japan Sports Council) 
Various arguments against this design were expressed， with the two main 
ones being: 1) it was not a good fit with the history and tradition associated with 
the outer gardens of Meiji Shrine， and 2) it was much too costly from an 
economic standpoint. In July 2013， a certain design company reported a total 
construction cost for this design of 346.2 bilion yen (roughly 3.3 bilion US 
dollars) tothe JOC， which made costs the biggest point of contention and led to 
objections regarding Tokyo's share of costs 
The governor of Tokyo at that time， Governor Yoichi Masuzoe (who later 
resigned)， suddenly caled a meeting with the Minister of Education， Culture， 
Sports， Science and Technology at the Metropolitan Government Office， to 
thoroughly question him on cost allocation issues for the new National Stadium， 
and the controversy further intensified 
The role of a governor when dealing with an Olympic facility construction 
situation such as this has traditionally been to demonstrate leadership as the 
hosting city's chief representative， to work toward a successful. well-balanced 
result. The controversy should have been dealt with by first figuring out how to 
deal with costs once Zaha's design was selected， and if too costly， finding ways 
to reduce expenses. But instead， a dramatic conflict between Tokyo's governor 
and the Minister of Education， Culture， Sports， Science and Technology ensued 
As a result， the prime minister announced plans to scrap the design and 
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Table 1: Selection process for the National Stadium design 
Date Progress 
July 2009 Japan selected as venue for Rugby World Cup 2019 
July 2011 Tokyo announced as candidate city for hosting 2020 Olympic Games 
December 2011 National StacUum reconstruction and inspection fee budget determined at 
cabinet meeting 
February 2012 Tokyo submits application file to IOC Gncluding a written statement of 100 
billion yen (roughly 1 billion US dollars) for National Stadium reconstruction 
budget) 
July 2012 The JOC (Japanese Olympic Committee) collect思designproposals for a N ew 
National Stadium (with construction costs estimated at 130 billion yen Croughly 
1.3 billion US dollars)) 
November 2012 The JOC (headed by Japanese architect τ'adao Ando) awards ZahaHadid 百四t
prize for her National Stadium design 
July 2013 Design company reports a National Stadium construction cost of 346.2 bil五on
yen Croughly 3.3 billion US dollars) to the JOC for ZahaHadid's design 
June 2015 The Minister of Education， Culture， Sports， Science and Technology announces 
a reduction of construction costs to 252 billion yen Croughly 2.5 billion US dollars) 
July2015 The prime minister announces the abandonment of ZahaHadid's design 
proposal， starts a new ωmpetition in August， and limits construc七ioncosts to 155 
billion yen Croughly 1.6 billion US dollars) 
December 2015 沼田primeminister announces selection of architect Kengo Kuma's design for I 
伽 N尚胤M叫a鮎d仰t悦出.ion。叩叫
billion US dollars) 
hold another competition. Tokyo would be bearing the cost after al， and Zaha's 
design was abandoned in haste without thorough discussion. 1 have seen Zaha's 
other designs， such as the London Aquatics Centre， Seoul's Dongdaemun 
Design Plaza， and 0旺icebuildings in Beijing， alof which have actually been built 
and訂efully-functioning as symbols of each city. 
The main argument against Zaha's design in出iscase is that the most 
important question hadn't been considered -what should be left behind by the 
2020 Olympics as an architectural legacy? At the very least， Zaha Hadid's 
original design played a definite role in the competition among candidate cities. 
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Since Tokyo was named as hosting city for the 2020 Olympics， there have 
been a variety of unsavory events in Japan， such as political funding issues that 
led to Governor Inose's resignation， a "redo" competition for selecting the 
National Stadium design， a "redo" competition for the emblem， Governor 
Masuzoe's res昭lationdue to political funding issues， and even a cancellation of 
Tokyo Assembly trips to the Rio Olympics for inspection. 
The originally-selected design for the Olympic emblem was thought to 
have been plagiarized， which resulted in another competition to select a new 
design. This time， artist Asao Tokoro's emblem design was selected in April 
2016. Patterns used for the design are from “kumi-ichimatsu-mon，" a 
traditional art form dating back to Japan's Edo Period using a checkered 
pattern， and historically loved throughout the world. It is printed in traditional 
indigo for a refined J apanese appeal. 
Figure 3: Emblems selected for the 2020 Olympics in a newly-held competition 
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The des邸 1features a combination of three rectangular shapes represent-
ing the different cultures， ideas， etc. of each nation at the Games， showing that 
even if we have differences， we can overcome them and come together in a 
beautiful pattern. It is embedded with a message of "diversity and harmony 
for the Olympics and Paralympics， defining it as a venue where the world can be 
connected， and diversity can be mutually accepted. From here， I hope 
discussions transition to the more essential topic of what we can leave behind 
for the next generation through the 2020 Olympics. 
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Figure 4: The new National Stadium design proposed by Kuma Kengo (image 
provided by the JSC) 
The new National Stadium design features eaves made of domestically-
grown ] apanese cedar on above-ground floors 2 to5， and the roof is constructed 
of wood in addition to steel. giving it a ]apanese feel. This is the design's most 
significant feature. Other ] apanese schemes include natural wind ventilation 
flowing between the stands如 droof， and foliage planted on the 5th floor to 
reduce reflection. 
As far as seating goes， 68 thousand guests can be seated for the Olympic 
and Paralympic Games， while it is possible to seat up to 80 thousand guests for 
football and World Cup events. Inthis case， seats would be added to the track 
area， so it could not be used for track and field events. 
Wheelchair seating wil be available for 456 guests during the Olympics， 
加 d703即 estsduring the Paralympics. Wheelchair s巴atingis designed with 
three-level construction， so that the viewing angle of events for guests in 
wheelchairs wil not be inhibited， even while the entire audience is standing 
Zaha Hadid's stadium proposal was 70 meters high， but this overshadowed the 
nearby Picture Gallery， so the current design was limited to 49.2 meters 
A sports museum， fitness club， and other areas featured in the previous 
design were scrapped， and the lounge and box seats were reduced in size， so 
that the total area is 13% less than the previous design， atapprox. 19.4 hectares 
in total. The opening-closing roof idea featured in the previous design was also 
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scrapped due to its high cost and dificult construction issues. Construction 
costs for the current design are estimated at approximately 149 bilion yen. 
In the Heritage Zone featuring the National Stadium， with the issue of the 
position swap of Jingu Stadium and Chichibunomiya Rugby Stadium now 
settled and to be implemented once the Olympics have ended， surrounding 
redevelopment projects are expected to take place， such as upgrades to sports 
facilities in the outer gardens of Meiji Shrine and improvements to transport 
routes in the area. Rehabilitation of the crumbling， municipally-owned 
Aoyamakita-cho apartments is expected to provide improved housing for the 
elderly， along with child胴rearingsupport faci1ities and services such as daycare 
centers and children's facilities. 
(3) Newly-established sports facilities such as the Olympic Aquatics Centre 
An Olympic Aquatics Centre is to be established permanently in Koto 
Ward's Tatsumi park area. For the Olympics，思lestseating is estimated at20， 
000 seats (with a total area of 77，000 m2， including five above-ground floors， and 
one basement flor) ， but wil be reduced to 5，000 seats for post-Olympic use 
(wi出 atotal area 46，600 m2， including three above-ground floors， and one 
basement flor). This reduction will also change the building's external 
appearance from Figure 1 toFigure 2， with planned operating expenses at 68.3 
bilion yen. After the Olympics， the Olympic Aquatics Centre wil be used for 
Health Promotion services， with a goal of drawing one million guests annually. 
Tatsumi currently features the Tatsumi International Swimming Centre 
(completed in 1993)田町 theplanned construction site， but expanding the 
current center would be di伍cultbecause of its proximity to the canal， so a new 
stadium wil be built. Discussions are stil underway regarding how the Tatsumi 
International Swimming Centre wil be utilized in the future， but there are no 
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plans to dismantle it. It might be converted to accommodate events other than 
sWlmmmg. 
Figure 5: Olympic Aquatics Centre during Olympics， with 20，000 seats (image 
provided by the city of Tokyo) 
Figure 6: Olympic Aquatics Centre after the Olympics， with 5，000 seats (image 
provided by the city of Tokyo) 
二主主I号|
Sports facilities other than the Olympic Aquatics Centre planned for 
construction include the Sea Forest Waterway for rowing， canoeing， and 
sprinting (planned construction costs to be shown hereinafter， 49.1 bilion yen) ， 
the Ariake Arena for volleybal (40.4 bilion yen)， a canoeing/slalom venue to be 
built in Edogawa Ward (7.3 bilion yen)， an archery venue to be built on the 
Dream Island Archery Field (2.4 bilion yen) ， Seaside Park Hockey Stadium (4. 
8 bilion yen) to be provided in Oi Central Seaside Park， and the Musashino 
Forest Sport Centre (35.1 bilion yen) as a venue for badminton， etc. Planned 
construction costs for these seven new structures total 207.4 bilion yen. 
Regarding the Seaside Park Hockey Stadium， the initial plan was to build it 
on the site of al six currently-existing "rubber basebal!" fields， but that plan 
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was scrapped in 2015 in favor of building the hockey stadium at a location that 
allows the baseball fields to remain intact. The new plan also reduces the 
seating capacity of the stadium 
After the Olympics， Ariake Arena is projected to draw 1.4 million people 
annually as a venue for concerts and various events. The post-Olympic 
canoeing/slalom venue wil be opened as a recreational facility to experience 
rafting and other activities， with an annual projection of 100 thousand visitors. 
Other improvements inc1ude the Ariake Tennis Park Stadium， with a 
collection cost of 14.4 bilion yen， and the Tokyo Big Sight， to be expanded/reno 
vated for use as an international packaging center among other things， at a cost 
of 22.8 bilion yen. 
Y oung trees were collected through donations from the citizens of Tokyo 
(through Midori no Tokyo Bokin)， and were planted in the Sea Forest 
Waterway area by volunteers. Made up of hils stretching some 40 meters high， 
this area offers a fantastic futuristic view of the Tokyo Gate Bridge and giant 
skyscrapers in the city center. Projected construction costs are 49.1 bilion yen 
After the Olympics， itwil be used as a waterfront recreational area， with a goal 
of drawing 350 thousand visitors annually 
Figure 7: Sea Forest Waterway (image provided by the city of Tokyo) 
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(4) Olympic and Paralympic Village to feature nearly 6，000 residential units in 
the future 
Plans for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Village have it located in 
4・Chomeand 5-Chome of Harumi in Tokyo's Chuo Ward. Lodging facilities， etc. 
are to be positioned within 5-Chome Harumi， with a project area spanning 
roughly 180 thousand ri. Zoning for the Olympic and Paralympic Village is 
divided into a “Residential Zone" for lodging and residential facilities， "Olympic 
Village Plaza" for Olympic and Paralympic families， media personnel， and 
a盟liatedresidents to visit. and an "Operational Zone" featuring the Guest Pass 
Centre and Media Centre. Details are to be sorted out by the Organizing 
Committee in the near future. 
Current construction plans feature 31 main buildings between 14 and 18 
stories each. Hydrogen fueling stations will be available for Bus Rapid Transit 
vehicles and fuel cel vehicles to resupply hydrogen fuel. Bus Rapid Transit 
departure/arrival terminals， common ports for cars and cycles， and even a boat 
dock will be built as well. 
Additional construction and renovation projects include two 50-story， high-
rise apartment complexes， 21 apartment buildings between 14 and 18 stories 
high， various condos. rental units， and more， al planned for completion by 2024， 
just four years after the Olympic Games have ended. That would be 5.650 
residential units in totaL housing up to 12，000 people. 
Homes will be available for a diverse range of tenants， including homes for 
the elderly offering services， share homes for younger tenants， service 
apartments for foreign residents， etc. to meet a wide range of lifestyle changes 
and needs. 
Commercial facilities， a clinic mall. daycare facilities. elementary schools， 
hydrogen fueling stations， and a boat dock are also in plans for construction 
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Each condominium unit wil be equipped with a residential-use fuel cel (from 
ENE-FARM). 
In April 2016. Tokyo started infrastructure development projects costing 
about 41 bilion yen for land elevation. roads. water and sewage. In July 2016. 
Tokyo selected a business group comprised of 11 companies such as Mitsui 
Fudosan to be in charge of construction and planning for the Olympic and 
Paralympic Village 
The business group has spent over 12.9 bilion yen to purchase land within 
the planned site. with plans to build 21 residential buildings and commercial 
facilities before the Games begin. and two 50-story high-rise apartment 
complexes to be completed by 2024. Combined with athlete lodging facilities. 
condos. and rental units. that adds up to about 5.650 residential units in tot札
Figure 8: An image of the Olympic and Paralympic Village. with two post-
Olympic high-rise apartment buildings (image provided by the city of Tokyo) 
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(5) Paralympic venue and events 
The implementation of facilities for the physica11y disabled throughout 
Tokyo has been quite thorough， with esca1ators and elevators installed in 
subway stations， curb heights between sidewa1ks and roads reduced or 
eliminated， and brai11e blocks insta11ed on paths for the visually impaired. 
However， implementation of such facilities hasn't been nearly as thorough when 
it comes to sports facilities， various event facilities， and theaters throughout the 
city. Tokyo is expected to make great strides in this area by using the Tokyo 
2020 Para1ympics as an opportunity. 
The Tokyo 2020 Paralympics will be held from August 25 to September 6 
as the shown in following venues and events list (planned as of September 2016). 
Nearly a11 venues will be the same as those used for the Olympics， having a 
significant impact on the urban structure of Tokyo's city ce江terand coasta1 
area. 
Plans for cycling events (road racing) are stil being adjusted. As with the 
Olympics， the Olympic and Para1ympic Village wil be at Harumi in Tokyo's 
Chuo Ward， while the media center， etc. will be located at Tokyo Big Sight， in
Ariake of Tokyo's Koto Ward. 
(1) Kasumigaokamachi， Shinjuku， Tokyo: New Nationa1Stadium (Olympic 
Stadium)， for opening/closing ceremonies， athletics 
(2) Sendagaya， Shibuya， Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium， for table 
tenrus 
(3) Jinnan， Shibuya， Tokyo: Yoyogi Nationa1 Stadium， for badminton， 
whee1chair rugby 
(4) Kitanomaru P訂k，Chiyoda， Tokyo: Nippon Budokan， for Judo 
(5) Marunouchi， Chiyoda， Tokyo: Tokyo International Forum， for power-
lifting 
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(6) Ariake， Koto， Tokyo: Ariake Arena， for wheelchair basketball 
(Championship) 
(7) Ariake， Koto， Tokyo: Olympic Gymnastic Centre， for boccia 
(8) Ariake， Koto， Tokyo: Ariake Tennis Park， for wheelchair tennis 
(9) Daiba， Minato， Tokyo: Odaiba Marine Park， for triathlon 
(10) Aomi， Koto， Tokyo: Aomi， for football 5-a・side
(11) Aomi， Koto， Tokyo: Sea Forest Waterway， for canoe and rowing 
(12) Dream Island， Koto， Tokyo: Dream Island Archery Field， for archery 
(13) Tatsumi， Koto， Tokyo: Olympic Aquatics Centre， for aquatics 
(14) Kamiyoga， Setagaya， Tokyo: Baji Koen， for equestrian 
(15) Tobitakyu， Chofu， Tokyo: Musashino Forest Sport Centre， for 
wheelchair basketball 
(16) Oizumigakuencho， Nerima， Tokyo: Asaka Shooting Range， for shooting 
events 
(17) Mihama， Chiba， Chiba: Makuhari Messe， for goalball， sitting volleyball. 
taekwondo， wheelchair fencing 
(18) Ono， Izu， Shizuoka: Izu Velodrome， for cycling events (track race) 
(6) Plans for cultural events and their current state 
Of course the Olympics are a sports festival. but in recent years they have 
also included events to emulate the culture， arts， and fashion of the hosting 
country during opening/closing ceremonies. Japan can use the Olympics as an 
opportunity to foster and promote a culture of enjoying life. In the future， when 
tourists pour into Tokyo to see its sports，紅ts，and events， and we are able to 
look back and say this trend was started by the 2020 Olympics， holding the 
Olympic Games in Tokyo will have had a great historical signぜlcance.
Tokyo should utilize the 2020 Olympics to convey its new urban model for 
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the 21st century to the world. More specifically， sports， culture， arts， water， and 
greenery wil be important elements in establishing a mature urban society in 
出e21st century. Tokyo must increase its number of sports， culture， and arts 
facilities to bring about enjoyable life habits， and convey its comfortable urban 
image to the world. Cultural events wil be an important element in determining 
the success of the 2020 01ympics. 
In March 2015， Tokyo developed and announced the "Tokyo Vision for 
Arts and Culture" for the 2020 01ympics. This document includes the following 
eight cultural strategies: 
1. Seek out， and share with the rest of the world， the uniqueness and 
diversity of Tokyo， where tradition and the modern coexist and fuse. 
2. Strengthen Tokyo's message as a city of arts and culture by raising the 
allure of its diverse cultural center. 
3. Build a social foundation that enables everyone to enjoy the arts and' 
culture. 
4. Discover and foster diverse talent， centering on young emerging artists 
加 Japan and overseas， and provide them with new creation and 
business opportunities. 
5. Promote exchanges in the訂tsand culture based on city diplomacy， and 
enhance international competitiveness. 
6. Leverage the power of the arts and culture to address social and urban 
challenges in areas such as education， welfare and community 
development. 
7. Develop creative industries and generate innovation through the fusion 
of advancing technologies and the arts and culture. 
8. Realize the best cultural program ever and draw out Tokyo's power by 
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using Tokyo's arts and culture. 
In addition， the "Basic Policy on the Promotion of Culture and the Arts" 
was approved by the J apanese cabinet in May 2015. It includes the following 
four points: 
(1) Provide opportunities for al people to participate in creative activities 
and experience appreciation of culture and arts 
(2) Nationwide Cultural Programs triggered by the Tokyo 2020 Games 
(3) Let the world know the reconstruction of the affected areas along with 
the charm of the regional culture and arts 
(4) Create more jobs and industries that relate to cul加reand the arts 
In response to this， the Agency for Cultural Affairs announced its basic 
scheme for implementing cultural programs in J uly 2015. More specifically， they 
are called “Power of Culture Projects (tentative name) " and include the 
following goals: 
-Number of events: 200，000 
-Number of artists participating: 50，000 
-Number of participants: 50 million 
In response to this， Tokyo decided to provide assistance through the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Foundation for History and Culture on July 2016， and is currently 
assisting five private projects. 
Due to this assist釦 ce，出eMeijiza Theater (Chuo， Tokyo) is holding a 
series of theatrical performances featuring various traditional arts such as 
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classical J apanese dance and sword battles， along with anime and contemporary 
dance. This performance wil be held 88 times from September 2016 to March 
2017. In January 2017， entertainment agency HoriPro plans tοhold a musical 
performance of manga artist Kazuo Umezu's“My Name is Shingo" at Tokyo's 
New National Theater for 23 showings. Other events include various art 
projects to be held in Tokyo's shops and empty lots， an International Film 
Festival featuring works from promising new Asian f五mmakers，and outdoor 
exhibitions of sports-themed works at the outer garden of the Meiji-jingu Shrine. 
Such cultural events are expected to permeate throughout the city in the 
ne訂 future.
2. Urban structure of the city center and coastal area for the 2020 
Olympics 
(1) The Olympics and public transportation in the coastal area and city center 
Harumi's Olympic and Paralympic Village and the coastal町eawiU be 
connected to Olympic sports facilities in Tokyo's city center by the Bus Rapid 
Transit system (BRT). Bus stops wil be available in lllocations， inplaces such 
as Toranomon， Kachidoki， Harumi， and Ariake. and the system wil start 
running in 2019. It wil carry as many as 4，400 passengers per hour， wi出 Keisei
Bus selected as the bus operating company 
Since Tokyo's time in the candidacy stage for this Olympics. a compact 
venue plan was seen as its principal objective， with al of the main sports 
facilities located within an 8 km radius of the Harumi Olympic and Paralympic 
Village. Within that radius. land events wil be held at the Heritage Zone， with 
the National Stadium as its prim訂 yvenue， while many water-related events 
wil be held at the Tokyo Bay Zone， which wil soon see the construction of 
numerous attractive， well-designed buildings. 
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When discussing ways the Olympics wil improve the city， a key topic is the 
public transportation system throughout the city center and coastal area， and 
what wil become of them， even if they are not completed in time for the 
Olympic Games. 
First in line are roads along the coastal訂 ea.In ]une 2016， the "Tokyo 
Coastal Area Public Transportation Network Integration Plan" was formu-
lated for Tokyo Metropolitan Government， Chuo W訂 d，Minato Ward， and Koto 
Ward. As seen in the figure below， steady implementation of this plan wil 
enable road transportation to run more smoothly along the coastal area. 
Next in line is a railway plan. 1n April 2016，出egovernment's Council of 
Transport Policy released a draft report entitled “The Future State of出eCity 
Railway in Tokyo's Metropolitan Area" with a completion goal by the year 2030. 
More specifically， the following eight railway lines were selected for a “Railway 
Network Project to Strengthen International Competitiveness." 
(1) Construct a line directly connected to the city center (Oshiage New 
Tokyo Sengakuji) 
(2) Create mutualline operation for Keiyo Line and Rinkai Line with the ]R 
Haneda Airport Line (Tamachi/Oimachi/Tokyo Teleport Station Tokyo 
Freight Terminal Haneda Airport， Shinkiba) 
(3) Construct the Kama-Kama Line (Yaguchinowatashi Kamata Keikyu 
Kamata Otorii) 
(4) Construct a Keikyu Airport Line， lead track for Haneda Airport Domestic 
Terminal Station 
(5) Extend the Tsukuba E玄press(Akihabara Tokyo [New Tokyo}) 
(6) Construct a Seaside Subway， perform uniform maintenance on出e
Tsukuba Express extension (coastal area Ginza Tokyo) 
(7) Extend the Yurakucho Line (Toyosu Sumiyoshi) 
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Figure 9・The“Tokyo Coastal Area Public Transportation Network Integra-
tion Plan" formulated for Tokyo Metropolitan Government， Chuo Ward， 
Minato Ward， Koto Ward (June 2016) 
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(8) Implement a Shinagawa Subway plan (Shirokane-takanawa Shinagawa) 
The Council has not specified any order of priority for these eight lines. A 
decision must be made as soon as possible. with Tokyo at the forefront. for 
priority ranking and a primary contractor. In particular. the three Haneda 
Airport lines require attention. 
Figure 10: Three Haneda Airport Lines (Nihon Keizai Shimbun) 
Of course. Subway Line 8 wil be an important addition to Y otsume-dori 
Street. tied to each part of East Tokyo in a circular pattern. instead of moving 
directly from East Tokyo to the city center in a radial direction. The three East 
Japan Railway airport lines running from Haneda Airport to Shinjuku. Seaside. 
Chiba. and Tokyo Station are also important in terms of Tokyo's urban 
structure. 
In addition. a TX subway line running through the coastal area wil become 
a major topic of discussion as well. because it runs from Akihabara to Sotobori-
dori Street. goes through the front of Tokyo Station. then runs from Kajibashi-
Ginza to Tsukiji-Harumi-Toyosu-Ariake-Seaside and al the way through th巴
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Seaside sub-center. 
(2) Tokyo metropolitan area's urban structure concepts: the Circular 
Megalopolis Structure and Area Integration Structure 
Regarding Tokyo's urban structure into the future. "The Long-Term 
Vision for Tokyo" was formulated in late 2014. which covers the "Circular 
Megalopolis Structure and Area Integration Structure concepts." These have 
been considered fundamental concepts for Tokyo's urban structure since the 
"Tokyo Plan" in 1995. This can be understood as advance notice to repair the 
"Circular Megalopolis Structure" concept. 
The Circular Megalopolis Structure concept features improvements to 
three circular roadways -the Shuto Expressway's Central Circ叫arRoute. the 
Tokyo Gaikan Expressway (Outer Circle). and the Metropolitan Inter-City 
Expressway (Ken-O Expressway) to form its principal axis. acting in concert as 
a circular， Metropolitan Inter-City Expressway within a radius of approximate-
ly 100 kilometers from the metropolitan area. 
The Shuto Expressway's Yamate Tunnel was completed in 2015. making it 
possible to travel from Shinjuku to Haneda Airport in about 20 minutes. This 
development is considered a significant change to Tokyo's urban structure. The 
multicore urban structure concept has been advancing since around 1980， and is 
nearly completed for building space volume and transport hub functionality in 
Shinjuku's sub-center. A pressing issue for many years now， trafic congestion 
on the Hamasaki Bridge (part of the Shuto Expressway's Inner Circular Route) 
has been eliminated. This， and the smoothing of trafic on Sotobori-dori Street 
thanks to completion of Circular Route 2 stretching from Shinbashi to 
Toranomon， wil make 2015 go down in the history of roads in Tokyo as the year 
that saw major declines in trafic congestions in Tokyo's city centre. 
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A significant point regarding the Circular Megalopolis Structure concept is 
that it does not follow the long and narrow Tokyo metropolitan administrative 
division spanning east to west目Instead，the concept focuses on development of 
the Kanto Plain's “One Metropolis Four Prefectures" as an extended 
metropolitan area， with a particular focus on the Ken-O Expressway. 
From east to west， primary cities on the Ken-O Expressway route include 
Narita， Tsukuba， Kuki-Shiraoka， Oume， Yokota， Hachioji， Sagamihara， and 
Ebina. These cities al contribute important functionality to the metropolitan 
area 
Figure 1・Fromthe Tokyo City Planning Council' s September 2016 report 
“Tokyo' s Urban Image for the 2040s and the Path to Achieving It" 
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According to Tokyo's "City View Tokyo 2013，" the Tokyo metropolitan 
area (One Metropolis Three Pref，巴ctures，approximately 200 kilometers in 
diameter) surpasses the New York metropolitan area (approximately 300 
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kilometers in diameter) and London metropolitan area (approximately 160 
kilometers in diameter) in terms of GDP. 
Tokyo's strength when compared to London and New York lies in its 
ability to function remarkably well as an enormous， densely-packed urban area， 
featuring districts with a diverse range of distinctive features出atmutually 
complement one another. 
The Tokyo metropolitan area is able to function well due to its circular 
roads， 12 in total， continuously being planned and built. This includes eight 
circular roads， C1 to C8， within the Tokyo metro area， two Shuto Expressway 
circular roads which are the Inner Circular Route and Central Circular Route， 
and two roads that continue outside of the Tokyo metro紅白 whichare the 
Outer Circle (Tokyo Gaikan Expressway)， and the Ken-O Expressway 
(Metropolitan Inter-City Expressway). 
Tokyo's railway system features two circular lines within the metro area， 
which are the Yamanote Line and Oedo Line， but also includes two expansive 
circular lines called the Musashino Line and Nanbu Line (wi出 atotallength of 
approximately 130 kilometers). In recent years， the municipality along the 
Musashino Line has been known for its vibrancy. 
Now出ata summary of the Circular Megalopolis Structure has been 
provided above， let's get into the Area Integration Structure. Tokyo's long-term 
vision states: "in order to further increase our vitality as a city in spite of its 
decreasing population and aging society， we must establish a place where 
anyone from nearby regions can live comfortably and live active lifestyles." 
Goals factoring into this plan include regional characteristics， an assembly of 
functions for daily life support such as commerce. medicine， and welfare. 
networking between bases， barrier-企eeconstruction. and creation of a high-
quality living environment. 
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The Circular Megalopolis Structure also adheres to this vision as an urban 
structure concept， but in出iscase， an expansion of distinctive qualities in each 
area of the city is viewed as more important. 
When thinking of the concepts in this way， they could also be described as 
“Diverse Urban Communities within a Ring嗣FormingMegalopolis." This is a 
simple and almost direct translation from J apanese. One can usually describe 
something using fewer words in J apanese than in English. In this case， however， 
it is somewhat simpler to describe the concepts in English. 1 wonder if it is 
correctly described. 
The word “integration" as used in Tokyo's long-term vision is a bit 
d出'erentthan the term 、ompactcity" being used by the J apanese government. 
The meaning of“compact city" as put forth by the J apanese government 
is that， instead of living spread out from one another in an era of shrinking 
population， the population would be concentrated in a centralized， suburb印
city. An actual example of this can be found in Ehime Prefecture's Matsuyama 
City. Its population has been increasing in recent years， inspite of the population 
decreasing in surrounding areas. This indicates that a lot of people are moving 
away from the surrounding areas to live in Matsuyama City. This is because the 
city 0百'ersa variety of important白nctions，such as employment， medicine， 
welfare， commerce， and higher education. 
This sort of trend can be found on a nationallevel. However， itmight be a 
bit too early to refer to the Tokyo metro area， or Tokyo rather， as a compact 
city in J apan. If we could see 30 years into the future， itmight be worthy of the 
title. I1's not a clear-cut issue. 
Since transitioning into the 21st century， J apan， the U.S. and Europe have 
changed to a more comprehensive approach to urban planning. Terminology 
has changed from “urban planning" to "city creation" in J apan， from “urban 
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planning" to、omprehensiveplanning" in the United States， and from “land-
use planning"旬、，patialplanning" in Europe. 
In al cases， planning that focuses on a comprehensive list of items such as 
welfare， education， housing， environment， and economy has replaced the 
traditional philosophy of city creation alone in urban planning. An emphasis on 
consensus bui1ding in the decision process is another common feature. This 
could be described as the evolution of urban planning in an economic growth 
society into urban planning for a mature society. 
(3) Changing the structure of the city center's axis 
The changing structure of Tokyo's city center has become more obvious in 
recent years. A “City View Tokyo" report， issued in March 2016 by the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Government Bureau of Urban Development. highlights th世
accumulated conditions of total floor space in each Tokyo district， comparing 
data from 1991 to that of 201. 
In this case，可otalfloor space" refers to al floor space used for various 
purposes combined into one statistic. This includes floor space for business， 
commerce. housing，日fesupport (government office， education and culture， 
public welfare and medical care) ， and other items (such as industry， 
warehouse/transport， lodging， sports， industry promotion， and supply proces-
sing). 
According to出isdata， the transition of坦oorspace from 1991 to 2011 for 
the city center拡 is(Otemachi， Marunouchi， Yurakucho， Nihonbashi， Yaesu) is 
17，055 thousand m2→21.481 thousand m2， for the Akasaka-Takeshiba axis 
(Akas出a，Roppongi， Toranomon， Hamamatsucho， Takeshiba) it is 8， 524 
thousand m2→ 11， 212 thousand m2， for the Ts叫ojトSeasideは is(Tsukiji， 
Harumi， Toyosu， Ariake， Seaside) it is 4，122 thousand m2→12，304 thousand m2， 
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and for the Shinjuku sub-center it is 5.184 thousand m2→ 7，115 thousand m2. 
When looking at floor space volume， we have the Tokyo city center's axis， 
the Akasaka-Takeshiba axis linked to the Tsukiji-Seasideぉcis，and Shinjuku as a 
sub-center. These areas are packed to the brim with projects for 2020. A few 
significant examples include Tokiwabashi (floor space 680 thousand m2)， Yaesu 
1・Chome(240 thousand m2)， Yaesu 2-Chome (316 thousand m2)， Marunouchi 3・
Chome Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry / Tokyo Kaikan/ Fuji 
Building (172 thousand m2)， Otemachi 1-Chome (361 thousand m2)， Toranomon 
Block A/ Block B (221 thousand m2)， Toranomon Mori Trust (210 thousand 
m2)， Hotel Okura (180 thousand m2)， Akasaka 1-Chome (175 thousand m2)， 
Takeshiba (171 thousand m2)， and出eHamamatsucho W orld Trade Center 
Building (369 thousand m2). 
These projects alone exceed a total floor space of 3 million m2， which is 
roughly equivalent to the floor space of 20 Marunouchi Buildings. This series of 
projects is a continuation of the completion of the Marunouchi Building in 2002， 
and Roppongi Hills in 2003. Since then， there has been出 unbrokencontinuation 
of projects in Tokyo's city center， which are forming a new city center泣 is，and 
rapidly enriching the city with new functions. 
Some examples of project content include the Tokiwabashi project， which 
started out as redevelopment linked to a moat embankment at the Imperial 
Palace， but is linked to Nihonbashi through ]R railway lines. The Yaesu 1・
Chome担 d2-Chome project was a gathering of small sites， tocreate a town that 
is fitting of the Tokyo StョtionEntrance， which is a base for the National 
Shinkansen Network. It also includes bus tenninal installation to quickly 
improve functionality of Tokyo Station's Yaesu Entrance. The Marunouchi 3-
Chome project is linked to an international forum， enriching Yurakucho's 
function for international conferences， and to improve the pedestrian network 
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for al subway lines at Tokyo Station and near the Imperial Palace. The 
Otemachil-Chome project improves continuity between the Palace Hotel， 
日otoria，and surrounding buildings such as the Keidanren Building. 
The Toranomon Block A/ Block B project completes the functionality of 
Toranomon Hils， and makes it more convenient to use public transport by 
adding a pedestrian network to the Ginza Line's Toranomon Station and the 
new Hibiya Line Station. The creation of a bus terminal encourages use of public 
transport services from Haneda Airport and the Seaside sub-center. Projects 
involving Toranomon Mori Trust， Hotel Okura， and Akasaka l-Chome wil 
quickly improve the convenience of a pedestrian network passing al the way 
through Akasaka and Toranomon. The image of this once-vacant lot wil change 
significantly among pedestrians. 
Traditionally， Nagatacho is known for politics， Kasumigaseki for govern-
ment， Marunouchi for large corporate HQ buildings， Otemachi for finance， 
Nihonbashi for commerce， and Akasaka/ Roppongi for foreign capital. The 
image of Toranomon among the average person is not so concrete， but thanks to 
a great deal of redevelopment taking place throughout that area， itshould soon 
form its own distinctive image. 
These projects， combined with redevelopment projects along the C2 from 
Shinbashi through Shiodome to Toranomon， wil form continuity with 
Takeshiba and Hamamatsucho (a pedestrian's deck stretching for quite a long 
distance wil be built出ere).This in turn wil form a newωds of cities in the city 
center made up of Akasaka， Toranomon， Shinbashi， Shiodome， Takeshiba， and 
Ramamatsucho. The scope of Tokyo's city center is certain to change in the 
nearfu旬re.By referring to the Area Integration Structure as a “compact city" 
concept， perhaps the degree of integration within the city center wil increase 
even more. For the last several years， the area from Shinagawa Station to 
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Seaside has been in the spotlight， but wil this phenomenon continue into the 
future? If so， the scope of Tokyo's metro訂 eawil expand to the south， which 
may be considered a step in the opposite direction of the Area Integration 
Structure concept. 
When thinking about how important the "transport node" element is to 
Tokyo's multicore urban structure concept， South Tokyo has a promising 
fu白re.
On the other hand，出efact出attransport nodes within each sub-center are 
simply nodes， and have never grown (building floor space etc. did not 
significantly accumulate) ， overall accumulation may not amount to much in the 
near future. 
Areas such as Kasumigaseki， Nagatacho， Marunouchi/ Otemachi， Akasa-
ka/ Roppongi， and Nihonbashi have their own distinctive characteristics， with 
central management functions in J apanese politics， government， and economics， 
but the question remains whether or not the area south of Shinagawa Station 
can develop a function that rivals them in the near future. This is something 
worth thinking about carefully. When discussing urban structure， itis best not 
to be swayed by emotion. 
The meaning of "central management function" in politics， government， 
and economy can be explained with Shibuya as an example. Although it is not in 
the city center， ithas an overwhelming cultural drawing power， especially 
among the youth. When itcomes to economic strength， we think of global cities 
such as Tokyo， N ew Y ork， and London， but just as the cultural drawing power of 
Paris cannot be ignored， Shibuya can be considered a sub-center from a cultural 
perspective， although it is not literally in the sub-center or city center， and does 
not have a lot of building floor space. 
Quantitative expansion has significance， inthat Tokyo's city center can 
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evolve as an activity base for global intellectual thought through continuous 
development. This wil enrich the city center's functionality through overal 
development rather than a ‘here and there" approach. With a focus on new 
construction and renovation of sports and cultural facilties in Tokyo's city 
center and coastal area， the urban structure of those areas wil change 
significantly， and be enriched for it 
Figure 12: The city center' s urban structure (from “CityViewTokyo" 2016) 
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(4) Qualitative enrichment and quantitative expansion for city center 
integration 
If quantitative expansion of building floor space is carried too far， itwil ruin 
the supply-demand balance， and could even interrupt city gentrification 
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(qualitative enrichment) based on market principles. Tokyo's current city 
center policy has accelerated floor space expansion throughout the city center 
via floor area ratio deregulation. This is an attempt of qualitative enrichment of 
functionality for Tokyo's city center， but eventually it wil have to be corrected. 
How does housing factor in to the building floor space supply-demand 
balance? For a long time now， we've fought for a housing policy to expand the 
average living floor space per person. According to "special ward statistics" 
discussed at a special ward conference， floor space per person measured in 
Japanese “tatami" mats for 2013 was at 12 mats (about 3.3 m2 per mat) ， which 
had somewhat expanded since the same statistics were measured in 2003 at 
only 10 mats per person. 
However， when looking at the change in average area for condominium 
apartments according to the Ministry of Land. Infrastructure， Transport， and 
Tourism， during a period of decrease in land prices and building costs， total紅白
tended to rise. But since prices started rising， there has been a general decrease 
in average area. So then， even with newly-constructed condominium 
apartments， living floor space per person may not necessarily show an increase. 
In recent years， the diversification of apartments in Tokyo has stood out. 
Ceilings are built higher， security is streng出ened，gyms are installed， the 
building's superintendent offers more services， etc. for a boom in apartments 
offering luxuries on par with a hotel. Apartments for active seniors feature 
large public baths， restaurants， medical clinics， etc. Some even provide day 
services， home-visit nursing， short-term daily care， clinics， and other services. 
We have reached an era of apartments offering multiple in-home services 
including housing for the aged， group homes， restaurants， and food preparation 
services to meet a diverse range of needs. 
Urban policy in both London and New York cals for an additional tens of 
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thousands of homes every year， and even in Paris， housing construction plans 
are actively moving forward. But this is not the case in Tokyo， a city dealing 
with many qualitative issues， such as the implementation of handicap facilities， 
and renovation of dilapidated apartment housing. 
A Floor Space Surplus Theory was proposed in 2003 during the City 
Revitalization Enactment. Although the theory was incorrect， we are always 
dealing directly with urban functionality upgrades and building floor space 
supply and demand problems. In 2003， total floor space with areas such as 
Roppongi Hils completed in the city center had exceeded 2 million m2. 
However， the large buildings estimated for completion in 2016 (some with 
tentative names， and estimated floor space) include JR Shinjuku at 111 
thousand m2， Roppongi 3-Chome East at 202 thousand m2， Sumifu Shinjuku 
Garden Tower at 180 thousand m2， Otemachi Financial City Grand Cube at 194 
thousand m2， Tokyo Garden Terrace Kioicho at 227 thousand m2， and Kyobashi 
Edogrand at 114 thousand m2. This totals about half the floor space of 2003. 
When thinking about the cause of floor supply and demand fluctuation in 
Tokyo， an increase in demand is often the reason as seen below. (Symbols iQl 
and 0 represent a projected increase， while theム representsprojected 
decrease) 
o Foreigners (tourism， business， immigration， study abroad) 
o Relaxing of economic and financial regulations 
o Corporate tax reductions 
o TPP (increase of import/export business) 
o Strengthening of global business profit transfer regulations 。Cityfunction upgrades (not necessarily limited to dilapidated buildings. 
Upgrades include computerization， increase in services. commercialization. 
lodging and housing functional improvements) 
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。Furtheradvancement of urbanization (throughout Japan) 。Furtherenrichment of transport networks (Shinkansen Network， Linear 
Chuo Shinkansen Line， Haneda Airport) 
ム Movementof government departrrients and agencies 
ム Globa1economic stagnation 
AIso， the floor area ratio of hotel sites wil increase up to 1.5 times the 
current floor訂 earatio for a 300% maximum upper limit. Hotels in the near 
future wil experience a fixed increase. For the first time in post-war Japan， 
三erogrowth in residentia1 land" was declared in 20日 fornationa1 land 
planning， making a change in land usage policies quite important. If the vacant 
lots to soon appear in Tokyo's city center were once building fl.oor space， new 
building floor space for re-occupancy by tenants and occupants would be 
accepted， but for vacant land that was once used for public facilities， various 
types of office buildings and apartments wil not be accepted for construction 
there. Instead， 1 believe a city policy regarding these lots wil be demanded so 
that usage is limited to facilities specia1izingぬ sports，fashion， art， music， 
industria1 events， and various forms of entertainment. 
In closing 
In this paper， 1 have organized the main points regarding the current state 
of preparations for the Tokyo 2020 Olympics， only four years away. The centra1 
focus included urban structure issues such as facility construction and 
transportation， aswell as Tokyo's future image as a post-Olympic city， but there 
are many other issues as well. In December 2015， the Tokyo government 
announced 
begin to fuly take shape in the coming days. 
Expenses for holding the Olympic Games at Tokyo's Nationa1 Stadium 
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initialy totaled 734 bilion yen with facility expenses included. Tokyo had 387 
bilion yen in funds available， and the J apanese Olympic Committee estimated 
approximately 400 bilion yen in revenue from sponsors. 
However， Tokyo has already determined that 224.1 bilion yen wi1 be 
required to build new sports facilities and renovate existing facilities. The city 
wi1 be responsible for partial costs to build the new National Stadium at roughly 
400 bi1ion yen. Maintenance costs for temporary sports facilities were initialy 
estimated at 72.3 bilion yen during Tokyo's bid to host the Olympics， but due to 
a steep rise in construction costs in recent years， some estimates claim roughly 
300 bilion yen wi1 be needed， with a possible share of costs with the Olympic 
Committee to be estimated in the near future. With a new governor elected， 
required expenses must be clarified immediately to gain understanding from 
the citizens of Tokyo. 
As of April 2016， the Tokyo Organising Committee of the Olympic and 
Paralympic Game secretariat organization is headed by the Secretary-General 
(from the Ministry of Finance)， with three Vice-Secretary-Gener叫s(from 
MEXT， Tokyo Metropolitan， and the private sector) ， aswell as a Chief Security 
Officer (from the N ational Police Agency)， Sports Director (professional 
athlete)， and a spokesperson (from the Ministry of Foreign A旺airs)among 
many others， for a temporary staff totaling 694 people and 11 divisions， from the 
national， municipal， and private sectors， as well as sports organizations. 
Tokyo has established a reputation as the world's safest large city. But with 
the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games coming to town， people from al over 
the world wil gather there. Certain people attending wi1 be targets of 
terrorism， and terrorists wi1 have an opportunity to blend in with tourists to 
attack by stealth. Our ability to prevent terror，組dto maintain our reputation 
as the world's safest large city， isnow at stake. An increase in expenses is 
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projected for this area as well. The Tokyo 2020 Olympics opening ceremony is 
to be held on J uly 24， wi白血ewomen's marathon on August 2， and the men's 
marathon and dosing ceremony on August 9， which is the hottest time of year. 
We must utilize humanity's intellect in concert with modern science to counter 
such hot weather for athletes and spectators alike. 
For international air travel. Tokyo uses Narita and Haneda airports. In July 
2016， the national government and local municipalities agreed to change Haneda 
Airport's departure and arrival routes to fly over the city center. This wil 
change Haneda's current annual departure/arrival frame of roughly 450 
thousand times to 490 thousand times. The increase wil primarily be due to 
usage by international lines， but along with the projected increase in foreign 
travelers， and high demand for flights to Haneda Airport from domestic 
airports， discussions may be in the works to increase the number of runways， 
which currently stands at four. With the Shuto Expressway's Yamate Tunnel 
completed in 2015， people are able to travel between the Shinjuku sub-center 
and Haneda Airport by bus or taxi in 25 to 30 minutes. This increased 
convenience wil lead to further improvements in functionality for Haneda 
Airport. 
There are many issues to deal with in limited time， but for the next four 
years a great deal of discussion and preparation wil t出eplace regarding 
society from the Olympics and beyond in Tokyo， and Japan in general. This is 
the key to holding a successful Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games. 
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